June 9, 2022

Atlantic Regional Council meets, check out the ARC video highlights, support Pivot
crew members detained in the Dominican Republic, Racial Justice Advocate
training, standing up to Ford post-election, feeding Ukrainian refugees, parts
workers ratify, bargaining updates from Bell Technical Solutions and Bell Atlantic,
UTIL auto parts workers on strike, photos from health care rallies plus journalist
harassment survey results.
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Through adversity and unprecedented challenges, Unifor solidarity continued to shine. Read
about the exciting work in organizing, union-building, and policy-shaping that was shared at
Atlantic Regional Council.
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Unifor is about to embark on a historic week to
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Retired Local 222 member Joe
Sarnovsky travelled to Poland
preparing and serving meals for
Ukrainian refugees fleeing the
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Bell Technical Solutions workers ratify
contract in Ontario, securing wage and
benefits improvements.

auto parts plant in Tillsonburg, Ontario.
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Read the latest update from
Bell Atlantic negotiations,
where the union and the
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Approximately 220 Unifor Local 112
members at the UTIL auto parts plant
in Concord, Ontario go on strike after
negotiations with the employer over key
union concerns failed to reach a
settlement.

company remain far apart
on priority issues like
teleworking.
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More than 60% of Unifor journalist
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